When introducing special relativity, an elegant connection to familiar rules governing Galilean constant acceleration can be made, by describing first the discovery at high speeds that the clocks (as well as odometers) of dif- Typeset using REVT E X 1 ; UMStL-CME-951101pf; gr-qc/9512012
I. INTRODUCTION
Paradigm changes in physics are often accompanied by a transformation of language and a hardening of distinctions. Thus the emphasis on acceleration as the second time derivative of displacement in teaching Newtonian dynamics has hardened 1,2 , even as the concept of relativistic mass and inertial frame acceleration is being slowly replaced by Lorentz covariant definitions of force and acceleration in the teaching of special relativity [3] [4] [5] . The intent of this note is to assist the second process by showing that: (i) introduction of three relativistic time-parameterizations, including the Newtonian one, provides a natural bridge for introductory physics students to some deep truths about relativistic space-time BEFORE the comparatively abstract concept of Lorentz transforms need be introduced, and (ii) there are two relativistic alternatives to the popular inertial-frame perspective, which perspective sometimes makes velocity-dependent mass a tempting simplification 2,4 , questions the specialrelativistic treatability of acceleration 6 , and implies that travelers as well as spectators are bound by inertial velocity light-speed limits 7 . We also show why students here have said that "without the 82 nano-roddenberry speed-limit, and with the right vehicle, it's amazing how little of my time it would take for me to get from point A to point B!"
II. OBSERVATIONS
We consider in this paper only one-dimensional constant acceleration, and only observers using the same inertial frame spatial coordinate with which to measure change of position ∆x. We further use the Lorentz-invariant proper acceleration a o for describing traveler motion, so that the relativistic work-energy theorem gives us ∆E ≡ mc 2 = ma o ∆x, independent of the time-parameterization in use. Here m is the rest mass of our accelerated object, relativistic energy factor γ is defined dynamically as the accelerated object's total energy in units of the rest energy mc 2 , and c is the speed of light.
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Consider first the task of assigning to each point on the world line of an accelerated traveler 3 time parameters, namely b, t and τ , referring respectively to inertial, Newtonian, and traveler time-maps (or kinematics). We denote the velocities corresponding to these time maps, respectively, as w ≡ dx/db, w ≡ dx/dt, and u ≡ dx/dτ . The time maps can be most simply specified, using the work-energy theorem above, by determining the dependence of γ on the velocities w, v and u.
From the Lorentz expression for γ in terms of relativistic inertial velocity w, the u = γw relationship between inertial and 4-vector velocities, and the familiar Newtonian expression Traveler velocities u are most interesting of all, since they exceed the speed of light even more enthusiastically than Newtonian velocities do (cf. Fig. 1 ). The favorite strategy here, among students I've discussed this with, has been to define one lightyear per year of traveler velocity as 1 roddenberry or [rb] , in tribute to Gene Roddenberry, the producer of the original StarTrek television series whose offspring continue to ignore the light speed limit as well as the way that space time is put together at high speed. The approach described here might help a bit, in that "warp speeds" (which still require that one somehow drops out of our space-time if one is to effect such rapid travel withou inertial effects to passengers and "temporal effects" to their colleages at home 7 ) at least can now be mapped to traveler-frame speeds, rather than to inertial-frame speeds greater than the speed of light (which given the fabric of spacetime make no sense at all).
We illustrate with an example. This is only one example. The rather simple equations of Newtonian constant acceleration in one dimension allow one to solve a wide array of types of problems, to which we can now add many relativistic problems as well. Interactive worksheets and example problems for all of the 30 cases listed in Table 3 are being assembled on the web at http://newton.umsl.edu∼run.
In conclusion, this three-kinematic approach allows one to look at and solve some relativistic constant-acceleration problems in a new way. In particular, it puts both the Newto- 
